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Abstract: Hepatic veno-occlusive disease (VOD), also known as sinusoidal obstruction syndrome (SOS), represents the most frequent complication in patients in early phase following hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (HSCT). In its severe form, VOD/SOS can be associated with multiorgan failure and with a mortality rate >80% by day +100. Defibrotide (DF) (a mixture of 90% single-stranded phosphodiester oligonucleotides and 10% double-stranded phosphodiester oligonucleotides derived from controlled depolarization of porcine intestinal mucosal DNA) has been proposed for the treatment of SOS due to its ability to restore thrombo-fibrinolytic balance and protect endothelial cells. The present review highlights why the mechanisms of action of DF allow its successful use in the prevention and treatment of SOS following HSCT.
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Introduction to hepatic veno-occlusive disease

Definition and causes

Veno-occlusive disease (VOD) is obliterative inflammation of the terminal hepatic venules. Now known as hepatic sinusoidal obstruction syndrome (SOS), since damage to the sinusoidal endothelium is known to be a primary event, it has various causes. Senecio poisoning in humans, causing conspicuous sinusoidal congestion and hemorrhagic necrosis in the centrilobular area, has been described since 1920. Liver terminal hepatic vein lesions in Jamaican drinkers of bush tea were seen in 1954. More recently, herbal remedies using plants containing pyrrolizidine alkaloids have been seen to be hepatotoxic and involved in SOS. The liver is the most common site of metastases in patients with colorectal cancer: SOS may occur following treatment with alkylating agents prior to surgical resection (eg. partial hepatectomy), or following antibody therapy with bevacizumab or cetuximab. It might also affect patients who undergo radiation therapy. Indeed, radiation-induced SOS might occur following treatment for liver metastases. A low incidence of SOS has been noted in patients affected by acute myeloid leukemia treated with the cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agent gemtuzumab ozogamicin. The rare occurrence of SOS due to liver graft dysfunction following liver transplantation, and SOS associated with immunodeficiency syndrome related to a mutation of the immunoregulatory gene SP110 have also been described. Finally, SOS typically develops following allogeneic hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (HSCT). Some drugs that cause bone marrow suppression, which are responsible for SOS development, have recently been described: 6-mercaptopurine, 6-thioguanine, actinomycin D, azathioprine, busulfan, cytosine arabinoside, cyclophosphamide,
dacarbazine, melphalan, oxaliplatin, urethane, and the above-cited gemtuzumab ozogamicin.¹⁵

Histologic and clinical features
Histology changes are related to the duration of SOS and can exhibit acute, subacute, and chronic features: 1) Acute features are characterized by extensive sinusoidal dilatation and congestion, and by centrilobular hepatocellular necrosis. 2) In subacute features (days to weeks), collagen deposition occurs in and around the affected terminal hepatic venules. 3) Chronic lesions (weeks to months) present dense perivenular fibrosis radiating out into the parenchyma; hepatocytes undergo severe destruction, and evolution into cirrhosis can occur.¹⁶

Clinically, in the acute variant, patients display massive abdominal swelling and pain, associated with hemorrhagic centrilobular necrosis. In the subacute type, recurrent ascites, splenomegaly, and hepatomegaly are associated with extensive fibrosis in centrilobular areas. In a clinical context, the chronic variant is difficult to distinguish from cirrhosis of other origins but shows a venocentric type of cirrhosis at histologic examination.¹⁵ The onset of SOS is characterized by painful hepatomegaly, jaundice, and weight gain. Late onset of SOS is typically associated with multiorgan failure (MOF) and high mortality rates (>80%).¹⁴,¹⁷ Clinical grading of SOS (mild, moderate, or severe) is based on the evaluation of bilirubin, liver enzymes (aspartate transferase and alanine transferase), weight above baseline in percent, and serum creatinine levels.¹⁶,¹⁸ Revision of diagnosis and severity criteria for SOS in adult patients, with a new classification from the European Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation, has recently been published.¹⁸

The clinical criteria for SOS have recently been reported. They are Seattle criteria, and modified Seattle criteria and Baltimore criteria.¹⁹ In Seattle criteria, at least two of the three following need to be present during the first month following HSCT: jaundice, hepatomegaly and right upper quadrant pain, ascites, and/or unexplained weight gain. In modified Seattle criteria, during the first 20 days after HSCT, two or all of the following should be present: bilirubin >2 mg/dL, hepatomegaly or pain in right upper quadrant, and/or weight gain (>2% basal). In Baltimore criteria, the presence of bilirubin >2 mg/dL should be accompanied by two or all of the following during the first 21 days following HSCT: painful hepatomegaly, ascites, and/or weight gain (>5% basal).

Laboratory data
Some authors have reported that baseline levels of naturally occurring anticoagulants (eg. antithrombin III [AT III] and plasminogen) were lower in patients who developed SOS compared to those who did not develop SOS.²⁰,²¹ In addition, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) levels were significantly higher in SOS patients than in those with other forms of posttransplantation liver injury.²² The N-terminal fragment of type III procollagen, which is a marker of fibrinogenesis, was elevated in patients affected by SOS,²³ as well as the tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMP-1).²⁴

Pathophysiology of SOS
Initially, damage to liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (ECs) takes place. Endothelial injury is mainly induced during the HSCT procedure. Direct effects on ECs are provoked by irradiation: clinically relevant doses of radiotherapy lead to apoptosis with the involvement of endothelial transmembrane tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα).²⁵ In cultured human umbilical vein ECs, irradiation increases inducible nitric oxide synthase (NOS) and nitrotyrosine levels; the latter is an indirect chemical indicator of peroxynitrite-induced cellular injury.²⁶ In addition, irradiation can promote the expression of endothelial adhesion molecules and the enhancement of vascular permeability.²⁷ Other direct effects on ECs are induced by chemotherapeutic drugs used in patients undergoing HSCT (cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, busulfan), and by prophylaxis with immunosuppressive treatment to prevent graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) in allogeneic HSCT (cyclosporine A, tacrolimus, sirolimus), and use of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor to accelerate recovery from post-chemotherapy neutropenia. In particular, tacrolimus, a macrolide lactone with potent immunosuppressive activity that is effective in the prophylaxis of organ rejection following kidney, heart, and liver transplantation, has been associated with SOS in lung and pancreatic transplantation, and has also been observed in liver transplant recipients.²⁸

The above-mentioned treatment methods all affect ECs directly by increasing expression of adhesion molecules (intracellular cell adhesion molecule 1 [ICAM-1], vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 [VCAM-1]) and procoagulants (von Willebrand factor [vWF], PAI-1).²⁹ Subsequent activation of the fibrinolytic pathway leads to sinusoidal fibrosis, followed by perivascular hepatocyte necrosis, and the venular blockage that characterizes SOS. Irradiation, chemotherapy, and immunosuppressive treatment also induce indirect effects on ECs. In fact, such therapies damage many organs and tissues, which release TNFα and interleukin (IL)-1 to promote dead-cell clearance and tissue repair. Breaks in mucosal barrier favor an increase in circulating lipopolysaccharides. These factors interfere with the antithrombotic properties
of ECs, increasing PAI-1 and vWF and decreasing thrombomodulin expression, as well as increasing permeability and apoptosis.30

At a molecular level, under normal conditions drugs are metabolized by the cytochrome P450 enzymatic system, leading to the production of toxic metabolites, which are converted to stable nontoxic metabolites by the glutathione enzymatic system (GSH) and then eliminated. Centrilobular regions of the liver are rich in P-450 but poor in GSH, making them more sensitive to toxic agents. In patients with previous liver diseases or treated with alkylating agents, liver GSH levels are impaired, and toxic metabolites accumulate, thus explaining the predominant damage of centrilobular regions. Accumulated toxins impair vascular tone by inducing a decrease in prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) concentration, and an increase in matrix metalloproteinase 9 expression in ECs, leading to their detachment. Depletion of endothelial GSH seems to be more important for toxicity than hepatocyte GSH depletion.29

In conclusion, injury provoked by previous damaged liver conditions or by the direct effects of HSCT, for example, irradiation, chemotherapy, and immunosuppressive treatment, leads to endothelial activation followed by inflammation, increased permeability, vasoconstriction, coagulation, thrombosis, and EC death. The indirect effects of HSCT lead to organ damage, for example, the liver, lung, skin, kidney, brain, and heart, and to the delivery of bacterial products. Both endothelial activation and the indirect effects of HSCT can induce endothelial-associated syndromes, such as capillary leak syndrome, engraftment syndrome, GVHD, pulmonary VOD, transplant-associated microangiopathy, as well as late cardiovascular events.29

Incidence of SOS, risk factors, and mortality

More than 20 years ago, SOS was described as a common life-threatening complication of toxicity related to preparative regimen for bone-marrow transplantation (BMT), with its rate varying from 1 to 2% in centers performing pediatric BMT for thalassemia to over 50% in some centers carrying out BMT for hematologic malignancies.31 Pharmacokinetic measurement of busulfan as a conditioning agent has shown correlation between high plasma busulfan concentrations and liver toxicity. The development of SOS has frequently been associated with renal and cardiopulmonary failure.32 The significance of risk factors in determining the incidence of SOS and the application of diagnostic criteria after BMT have been highlighted.33 Late-onset SOS after HSCT (3 or more weeks after high-dose chemotherapy and HSCT) has been identified.34 The occurrence of SOS following HSCT was reported in 2010 with the analysis of 135 studies performed between 1979 and 2007; mortality rate was elevated (84.3%) only when severe SOS developed, and evolution into MOF was the most frequent cause of death.14 In 2011, analysis of 845 allogeneic HSCT cases showed that technical and therapeutic progress had notably reduced the incidence of SOS and improved outcome.35 Common “pretransplantation” patient-related SOS risk factors of HSCT include young recipient age (<1 year), liver damage, liver infection (eg, active viral hepatitis) or prior liver transplantation, abdominal or liver radiation and exposure to hepatotoxic drugs, and prior use of parenteral nutrition.19 Genetic factors are also involved: children with osteopetrosis have a high risk of SOS. Transplantation-related factors seem to be important for SOS development. In fact, risk factors are elevated in the presence of allogeneic HSCT, matched unrelated donors, and non-T-cell-depleted transplantation, as well as with the use of certain drugs for GVHD prophylaxis during HSCT (cyclosporine A, sirolimus, methotrexate).37 Additional factors that might be implicated in the development of SOS include elevation of serum alanine aminotransferase, thrombocytopenia with rapid platelet consumption, attenuated or reversed hepatic venous flow detected by ultrasound, and esophageal varices and their rate of change.

Management issues and treatment options

SOS prevention

Heparin, low-molecular weight heparin, prostaglandin E1 (PGE1), and ursodeoxycholic acid have been used, alone or in combination, after HSCT.36 There seem to be no differences between the efficacy of heparin plus ursodiol and heparin alone in the possible prevention of SOS.37 Prophylactic low-dose heparin or lipo-PGE1 might be able to prevent severe SOS and decrease mortality in children undergoing HSCT.38 The combined prophylactic regimen of intravenous heparin, oral glutamine, and ursodiol determined a low incidence of SOS in pediatric patients with various diagnoses at a single transplant institution.39 The side effects of heparin treatment were hemorrhagic complications; treatment with PGE1 provoked toxicity (fluid retention, pain, hypotension). Ursodeoxycholic acid protected against cholestasis,36 and parenteral glutamine protected hepatic function by maintaining GSH levels.40

Treatment of established SOS

Orthotopic liver transplantation has been carried out in a small number of marrow-transplant patients who developed...
severe SOS. Several patients have received surgical or transvenous portosystemic shunts or transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunts to treat SOS after HSCT. Early thrombolytic therapy with recombinant human tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) was seen to improve the outcome in patients who developed signs of hepatotoxicity following HSCT.

High-dose methylprednisolone has also been proposed for the treatment of SOS, although it needs to be used with caution due to the risk of infection.

Finally, the use of defibrotide (DF) was proposed.

**Defibrotide: review of pharmacokinetics, mode of action, and pharmacology**

DF is a mixture of 90% single-stranded phosphodiester oligonucleotides (molecular mass 16.5±2.5 kDa) and 10% double-stranded phosphodiester oligonucleotides derived from controlled depolymerization of mammalian (typically porcine) intestinal mucosa DNA. Inside the mixture of oligonucleotides have been found certain aptamers, as well as cathepsin G, which can inhibit thrombin through the recurrence of alternating TG repeats.

Pharmacokinetics of 125I-DF following intravenous or oral administration in rats or in man showed that half-life of the distribution phase (T1/2α) was in the range of minutes, while half-life of the elimination phase (T1/2β) was in the range of hours, and bioavailability in the range of 50–70%.

Many studies, both in vitro and in vivo, have highlighted the activities of DF, underlining its anti-inflammatory, antiischemic, antithrombotic, and thrombolytic properties. Experimental studies have shown the pharmacologic role of DF in avoiding loss of vascular integrity: it reduces vascular permeability (by inhibiting TNF release and deactivating platelets) and inflammation (by reducing nuclear factor kappa B and by impairing cysteinyl-leukotriene release). Downregulating the expression of adhesion molecules, DF reduces P-selectin on activated endothelium, and interferes with ICAM/lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) adhesion system. Antithrombotic and thrombolytic effects of DF are mediated by an increase of tPA, tissue factor pathway inhibitor, and thrombomodulin, and by a decrease of PAI, platelet activating factor, and thrombin.

Modulating the production of some inflammatory mediators, including cytokines, DF increases PGE2 and prostacyclin 2 (PGI2), and reduces IL-6, vascular endothelial growth factor, thromboxane (TX) A2, leukotriene B4, and TNF. Reducing MHC class 1 molecule expression, DF also antagonizes the vasoconstrictor activity of endothelin-1, and enhances the production of nitric oxide (NO) and NOS, thus favoring the maintenance of vascular tone.

Clinical studies on the pharmacological properties of DF have demonstrated its antischemic and antithrombotic activities. It has been used in the antithrombotic prophylaxis of atherosclerosis and to improve the walking distance in patients with intermittent claudication. More recently, DF has been considered as a new potential treatment approach in antiphospholipid syndrome, which is a hypercoagulable state characterized by arterial and venous thromboses and pregnancy morbidity in the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies. The role of DF can be compared with emerging therapies using new oral anticoagulants and immunoregulatory agents, such as direct thrombin or factor Xa inhibitors, hydroxychloroquine, statins, B cell inhibitors, complement inhibitors, NFκB and 38 mitogen-activated kinase (38 MAPK) inhibitors, abiciximab, and mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitors.

**Studies on the efficacy of DF in the treatment and prevention of SOS**

More recently, DF has been proposed for the treatment of patients with SOS after HSCT. It was administered intravenously in 88 patients affected by severe SOS complicated by MOF in doses ranging from 5 to 60 mg/kg per day for a median of 15 days. Complete resolution of SOS was seen in 36% of patients, with 35% survival at day +100.

A decrease in mean creatinine and PAI-1 levels during DF therapy predicted better survival.

In pediatric HSCT patients who developed SOS, high-dose DF (60 mg/day) and AT III replacement therapy were used in combination. Patients with SOS receiving combined therapy achieved complete remission, and 93% (13/14) survived up to day +100, whereas preemptive AT III administration alone did not alter the incidence of SOS.

In another multicenter trial, patients with severe SOS and MOF following HSCT showed significantly lower mortality when they received intravenous DF 6.25 mg/kg every 6 hours compared to controls.

A single-center experience based on 273 allogeneic HSCT review over a 45-month period has been reported. The patients received DF therapy (25 mg/kg/day) within 24 hours of diagnosis of SOS, and aggressive supportive management for fluid balance. The median duration of DF therapy was 14 days: early treatment with DF was able to completely resolve SOS in 11 out of 12 evaluable patients.

More recently, a phase-3 trial on DF treatment of severe SOS and advanced MOF has been reported. Patients (n=102)
given DF 25 mg/kg/day were compared with 32 historical controls identified from 6867 medical charts of HSCT patients by blinded independent reviewers. The baseline characteristics between groups were well balanced. Survival at day +100 post-HSCT was 38.2% in the DF group and 25% in the controls. Day +100 complete response rates were 25.5% for DF and 12.5% for controls. The efficacy of DF in the treatment of severe SOS was also evaluated using observational data from the Center for International Blood and Marrow Transplant Research. Day +100 survival was 39% in patients receiving DF and 30.9% in those not receiving DF. Resolution rate of SOS at day +100 was 51% in the DF group and 29% in the non-DF group. The results of the study suggest that DF is effective in the treatment of severe SOS.

Studies on the efficacy of DF in the prophylaxis of SOS have also been performed.

An open-label phase-3 randomized controlled trial was reported in 2012, in which eligible patients were enrolled at 28 European university hospitals or academic medical centers. The patients aged under 18 years had undergone myeloablative conditioning before allogeneic or autologous HSCT. The DF prophylaxis was well tolerated and reduced the incidence of SOS.

Thirty-four patients (69.4%) were classified as a high-risk group for developing SOS. DF was well tolerated, without any grade 3 or 4 toxicity. The median value of maximum total bilirubin within 100 days after HSCT was within the normal range. SOS was diagnosed in only one patient, who underwent autologous HSCT due to relapsed medulloblastoma. There was no day 100 treatment-related mortality in our study.

A summary of clinical studies is reported in the Table 1.

### Clinical recommendations
A joint working group, established by the Haemato-oncology subgroup of the British Committee for Standards in Haematology and the British Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation, recently reviewed the available literature and made recommendations for the diagnosis and management of post-HSCT SOS. Such guidelines included recommendations for both prophylaxis and treatment in children and adults undergoing HSCT. Diagnosis of SOS was based primarily on established clinical criteria (modified Seattle or Baltimore criteria). Regarding prophylaxis, DF is recommended at a dose of 6.25 mg/kg intravenously four times daily for the prevention of SOS in children and adults with the following risk factors that need to undergo HSCT: preexisting hepatic disease, second myeloablative transplant, allogeneic transplant for leukemia beyond second relapse, conditioning with busulfan-containing regimens, prior treatment with gemtuzumab ozogamicin, diagnosis of primary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, adrenoleukodystrophy, or osteopetrosis. Pentoxiphylline, heparin (unfractionated and low molecular weight), and AT III are not suggested for the prophylaxis of SOS, unlike ursodeoxycholic acid. Regarding treatment, DF is recommended in SOS therapy in both adults and children.

### Safety and tolerability
DF was generally well tolerated with manageable toxicity. Related diverse events included hemorrhage or hypotension. In one reported study, the incidence of common hemorrhagic adverse events (including pulmonary, alveolar, and
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td>Richardson et al57</td>
</tr>
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<td>Strouse et al58</td>
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<td>Corbacioglu et al59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Park et al60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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**Abbreviations:** SOS, sinusoidal obstruction syndrome; DF, defibrotide; MOF, multiorgan failure; pz, patients; iv, intravenous; AT III, antithrombin III.
gastrointestinal bleeding) was similar in the DF and control groups.\textsuperscript{57} DF is considered a safe and effective treatment when dosed at 25 mg/kg/day. Escalation to high-dose DF has been evaluated.\textsuperscript{62} Increased toxicity has not been observed until doses were increased beyond 100 mg/kg/day. Patients receiving doses between 10 and 100 mg/kg/day have experienced an average of three bleeding episodes per 100 days of treatment, whereas those receiving doses >100 mg/kg/day have experienced 13.2 bleeding episodes per 100 days. Due to toxicity, dose reduction was more often necessary at 110 mg/kg/day than at lower doses.\textsuperscript{62} A case of severe SOS has been reported in a child undergoing chemotherapy (vincristine, actinomycin D, and cyclophosphamide) for rhabdomyosarcoma: the child was successfully treated with DF without sequelae to the liver.\textsuperscript{63} A review of the current clinical findings concerning DF, primarily regarding its safety in the treatment and prophylaxis of SOS, together with relevant safety data regarding its use in other diseases, shows that DF is generally well tolerated. The safety profile of DF is largely favorable, with toxicity being comparable to control populations in the setting of HSCT complicated by SOS.\textsuperscript{64}

**Pathophysiology of successful treatment with DF after HSCT**

As shown in Figure 1, alkylating chemotherapy and radiation cause damage to sinusoidal ECs and hepatocytes. EC activation, induced by locally released cytokines as TNFα, favors the expression of adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 and the increase in endothelial permeability. Endothelial barrier loss permits the passage of monocytes expressing the adhesion molecule LFA-1 and red blood cells that penetrate the space of Disse, causing obstruction of the sinusoidal blood flow. Release of vWF, TXA2, endothelin 1, and PAI-1 by damaged endothelium activates the coagulation pathway, mediated by platelet activation, and the subsequent fibrinolytic pathway. Progressive removal of the endothelial lining, loss of Kupffer cells, increased recruitment of monocytes (able to remove necrotic hepatocytes), and finally venular blockage occur. DF treatment seems to protect ECs from activation, as shown by the release of mediators, indicating good endothelial physiological function (NO, PGE2, PGI2, tPA) and the inhibition of mediator production that is typical of endothelial dysfunction (TNFα, PAI, thrombin).\textsuperscript{27–30,44}

---

**Figure 1** Effects of defibrotide on hepatic sinusoidal endothelium. (A) Normal sinusoid. (B) Endothelial cells are damaged by radiation and chemotherapeutic treatment carried out before HSCT. Endothelial cell activation promotes, through the expression of endothelial molecules (VCAM-1, ICAM-1), the binding and diapedesis of monocytes expressing LFA-1. The increased permeability of endothelium permits the flow of red blood cells to the space of Disse, with loss of Kupffer cells, and increased recruitment of monocytes. Activation of coagulation pathway following endothelial release of von Willebrand factor favors vessel obstruction, and hepatocyte necrosis occurs. (C) Treatment with defibrotide abrogates endothelial activation and preserves sinusoidal blood flow function by favoring (+) and inhibiting (−) the release of some mediators. **Abbreviations:** HSCT, hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation; VCAM-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1; ICAM-1, intracellular cell adhesion molecule 1; LFA-1, lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1; NO, nitric oxide; PGE2, prostaglandin E2; PGI2, prostacyclin 2; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor alpha; PAI, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1.
The role of DF as an endothelial protective agent was recently described. It was shown how DF interacts with ECs by attaching to the external cell membrane, and then being internalized by ECs. The study provides direct evidence that DF’s interaction with the cell membrane guarantees at least two of the actions attributed to the drug, that is, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects. Inhibition of the inflammatory reaction is mediated by the decrease of VCAM-1 expression and the activation of p38MAPK, even when macropinocytic entrance of DF was inhibited. In addition, DF has been shown to attenuate the generation of ROS and to restore endothelial NOS levels in the face of oxidative stress.

Other authors support the hypothesis that prophylaxis with DF for SOS can lead to a delay in the engraftment of polymorphonuclear neutrophils in pediatric patients undergoing HSCT.

Regarding post-HSCT intracellular mechanisms, preexisting liver diseases or the actions of alkylating agents impair GSH activity, toxic compounds accumulate in the liver, and the physiological functions of EC are impaired.

DF might abrogate GSH activity impairment through a reduction of ROS generation.

Focused patient perspectives

Important changes in the management of patients requiring HSCT, including reduced-intensity conditioning, more effective agents, and better supportive care, have resulted in reduced toxicity and improved outcome. Rapid and accurate diagnosis, together with risk assessment and the early initiation of effective treatment, helps to prevent progression to SOS and MOF, and improve survival. Nevertheless, SOS remains a frequent cause of post-HSCT mortality. Based on data from several studies carried out over the last 15 years, in the European Union, DF was approved for the treatment of severe post-HSCT VOD/SOS in October 2013. In the US, DF therapies for SOS have been approved with criteria based on the phase-3 study results of Richardson et al presented to the US Food and Drug Administration in 2015 as part of a New Drug Application. At present, there are not sufficient data to indicate patient perspectives, such as quality of life, satisfaction, preference, and adherence to the use of DF before or after HSCT. In the phase-3 study, severe SOS showed a 23% improvement in day +100 survival following HSCT in patients treated with DF compared to historical controls. In this context, we stress the necessity to identify preventive intervention rather than prophylactic intervention in HSCT patients. A study describing a panel of biomarkers useful to stratify patients at risk of SOS as early as the day of HSCT has recently been published. One marker, L-Ficolin, was particularly interesting in terms of SOS pathophysiology because it was seen to be involved in homeostatic clearance of mitochondria in the liver.

Conclusion: a place in therapy

Although recent changes in the management of patients requiring HSCT have resulted in improved survival, SOS remains an important cause of post-HSCT mortality. It has been suggested that the onset of SOS might be predicted using biomarkers of endothelial injury. Indeed, the pathophysiological mechanisms involved in SOS are related to the HSCT-specific and patient-specific risk factors described in the present review. Such risks can produce endothelial injury in both sinusoids and small hepatic venules. The primary role of EC activation in the vascular bed has been described as an early complication of HSCT, which, other than SOS, also includes thrombotic microangiopathy, capillary leak syndrome, and acute GVHD. DF is known to exert various functions that are especially related to hemostasis. The protective effect of DF on the endothelium was recently highlighted, underlining how the anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of the drug seem to be caused by its interaction with the EC membrane. The application of DF as an endothelial protectant to help avoid the high risk of post-HSCT SOS is therefore highly feasible. Finally, the efficacy and safety of DF for the treatment of SOS has recently been published as the final results of the International Compassionate Use Program.
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